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Misuse of Fischer plots as sea-level curves: Comment and Reply

COMMENT

Richard J. Diecchio
Department of Geography and Earth Systems Science,
George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia 22030-4444

The argument presented by Boss and Rasmussen (1995), in an
attempt to disqualify Fischer plots as sea-level curves, does not sat-
isfy the conditions and assumptions necessary to properly generate
Fischer plots. Boss and Rasmussen (1995, Fig. 4) successfully dem-
onstrated that the subtidal carbonates of the northern Great Ba-
hama Bank have not aggraded to sea level and therefore have not
filled the accommodation space available to them. This is something
I take for granted, but I fail to see what this has to do with Fischer
plots. The case can be made that Fischer plots for subtidal lime-
stones may not represent actual sea-level curves, but the data pre-
sented by Boss and Rasmussen did not demonstrate this.

Fischer (1964) developed an extremely useful concept for mod-
eling sea-level change in peritidal carbonate strata. The concept was
summarized by Read and Goldhammer (1988). The basic idea is
that the cumulative variable thickness of carbonate cycles can be
used to model changes in sea level if one assumes that the strata have
aggraded to sea level. This model does not apply if the limestones
have not aggraded to sea level. The carbonate environments of the
northern Great Bahama Bank studied by Boss and Rasmussen
(1995, Figs. 2 and 3) are subtidal, and do not satisfy this assumption.

Boss and Rasmussen (1995) presented several ‘‘Fischer plots,’’
but as far as I can tell, none of them are constructed correctly. A
Fischer plot compares the actual thickness of each peritidal cycle
with the average thickness of all cycles in the stratigraphic section.
This average cycle thickness is constant for any given Fischer plot
and is assumed to represent the rate of subsidence. The cumulative
variation of each cycle thickness from the average cycle thickness is
what constitutes the Fischer plot. In Figure 1, A and B, Boss and
Rasmussen (1995) used average cycle thicknesses that are not the
numerical average of the thickness of the cycles presented. Because
of this, the ‘‘sea-level curve’’ does not begin and end at the same
point on the y-axis, as it should. It may be that the figures are
depicting only part of a Fischer plot, but if so, Boss and Rasmussen
should have stated that. Parts C and D on their Figure 1 use a
variable average cycle thickness. These are not Fischer plots, be-
cause they violate a basic premise of such plots—i.e., that average
cycle thickness (mean subsidence vector of Fischer, 1964) is
constant.

To generate a Fischer plot, one must calculate the average cycle
thickness. It has been recommended (Sadler et al., 1993) that
Fischer plots contain a minimum of 50 cycles. Boss and Rasmussen
(1995, Fig. 5) presented Fischer plots for one cycle, the Holocene
cycle. This seems like an exercise that compares the thickness of the
one cycle to itself. Regardless, I cannot interpret their plots, because
they do not explain the parameters ‘‘actual relative sea level’’ and
‘‘actual accommodation,’’ which are plotted against each other in
the Boss and Rasmussen figures. Because the two parameters are
not equal, they proposed that the Fischer plot concept does not
work. I contend that these are not Fischer plots because the pa-
rameters are different from those for Fischer plots and because the
plots do not indicate variation of thickness from an average. Even

if they were Fischer plots, I would not expect them to be valid for
a subtidal area unless or until it can be demonstrated that the sed-
iment aggrades to sea level. Boss and Rasmussen (1995) stated that
the Holocene cycle they were trying to model (Fig. 5) was not yet
complete. Fischer cycles consist of the strata deposited during suc-
cessive sea-level lowstands. The Holocene cycle Boss and Rasmus-
sen referred to is still undergoing a rise in sea level. For this reason,
I do not see how one can yet model this cycle using Fischer plots.
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REPLY
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Kenneth A. Rasmussen
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We heartily agree that Fischer (1964) developed an elegant
method for graphically illustrating the cyclic nature of many car-
bonate successions, and the methodology for constructing these
plots is not disputed. What is at issue is the hypothesis that these
plots are reliable representations of past fluctuations of eustatic sea
level (Read and Goldhammer, 1988).

Diecchio (Comment above) suggests that parts A–D of our
Figure 1 were improperly constructed because the average cycle
thickness (subsidence correction) used was neither the mean of the
individual cycle thicknesses nor constant. Though the original intent
of Figure 1A (Boss and Rasmussen, 1995) was largely schematic, it
is noted that the average cycle thickness was the mean (28.41666;
dimensionless units) of the individual cycle thicknesses (43, 44, 66,
50, 31, 36, 13, 9, 13, 11, 7, 18). For convenience in plotting the
original, this mean was rounded to 28 and used as the constant
subsidence correction at each step. Because the expected cumula-
tive effect of underestimating the mean (i.e., underestimating sub-
sidence) in this way would be a minor positive residual at the ter-
minus of the plot, Figure 1A (Boss and Rasmussen, 1995) appears
to be constructed properly. Though not apparent in the original
figure, the insignificance of rounding the mean is illustrated here
(Fig. 1). Whereas it is recognized that a precise cumulative plot of
residuals about the mean of any distribution should necessarily be-
gin and end at the same point (Fig. 1, upper; Sadler et al., 1993), it
is suggested here that this explicit requirement is additional evi-
dence that Fischer plots are not accurate representations of eustatic
sea-level. As stated by Osleger and Read (1993), the starting point
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of Fischer plots is chosen arbitrarily. Assuming that this starting
point connotes ‘‘sea level’’ at the beginning of a given stratigraphic
succession, the return of ‘‘sea level’’ to precisely this position at the
terminus of the succession seems extraordinary; that this should be
the case for every cyclic limestone succession seems highly
improbable.

We agree that parts B–D of Figure 1 (Boss and Rasmussen,
1995) were constructed using nonstandard assumptions—we stated
these explicitly in the caption. However, the purpose of parts B–D
was simply to illustrate that plots of similar gross morphology were
obtainable by using very different input assumptions. Similar char-
acteristics of Fischer plots have been noted previously (Drummond
and Wilkinson, 1993; Sadler et al., 1993), and it is not clear that
input parameters giving rise to a particular shape can be differen-
tiated objectively from stratigraphic data (Wilkinson et al., 1995).

Diecchio (Comment above) equates average cycle thickness
with average subsidence rate. He also indicates that one must be
able to determine the average cycle thickness from a stratigraphic
succession to construct a Fischer plot and concludes that our Fig-
ure 5 (Boss and Rasmussen, 1995) does not show Fischer plots,
because one cannot determine average cycle thickness from a single
cycle. Average cycle thickness and average subsidence rate are mea-
sured in different units (e.g., metres and m/ka, respectively) and
therefore are not equivalent. It has been argued that average cycle
thickness is the product of average subsidence rate and average
cycle duration (Wilkinson et al., 1995; Koerschner and Read, 1989),
and we suggest that this relation may be used to estimate average
cycle thickness for a single cycle. Given an average subsidence rate
of Great Bahama Bank of 0.02 m/ka (Pierson, 1982) and a Holocene
duration of 10 ka, the average thickness of Holocene sediments on
Great Bahama Bank was calculated as 0.20 m, and this constant
value was used to correct observed sediment thickness for subsid-
ence in Figure 5 (Boss and Rasmussen, 1995). Thus, these single-

cycle (Holocene) plots are constructed according to the same cri-
teria used to construct the single-cycle components of longer plots
(Sadler et al., 1993; Osleger and Read, 1993; Read and Goldham-
mer, 1988; Fischer, 1964).

The demonstration that plots constructed from subtidal sedi-
ments are not predictors of eustasy (Boss and Rasmussen, 1995,
Fig. 4) appears to be a point of agreement. Therefore, it seems
appropriate to openly question eustatic sea-level interpretations for
Fischer plots derived from carbonate successions containing appre-
ciable numbers of subtidal cycles.

Finally, Diecchio (Comment above) suggests that eustatic sea-
level interpretations for Fischer plots are valid only ‘‘if one assumes
that the strata have aggraded to sea-level,’’ implying that this can be
demonstrated only for peritidal carbonate successions. At issue,
however, is whether or not peritidal complexes form at the accom-
modation peak (Wilkinson et al., 1995; Soreghan and Dickinson,
1994, 1995; Fischer, 1964). We have presented an alternative hy-
pothesis, that peritidal caps may form on subtidal sediments at any
point along the declining limb of an accommodation curve (i.e.,
during eustatic sea-level fall) (Boss and Rasmussen, 1995; Soreghan
and Dickinson, 1994), and it seems equally plausible. Given the
ambiguity in determining at what stage in an accommodation history
peritidal facies develop (Wilkinson et al., 1995), it is maintained that
Fischer plots of peritidal cycles ought not to be viewed as unequiv-
ocal measures of the absolute magnitude of sea-level variation
(Soreghan and Dickinson, 1994, 1995; Wilkinson et al., 1995).
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Figure 1. Comparison of Fischer plots constructed using
mean cycle thickness (subsidence correction) of 28 dimen-
sionless units (lower plot; reproduced from Fig. 1A, Boss
and Rasmussen, 1995) and, more precisely, 28.4166 dimen-
sionless units (upper plot), as discussed in text. Cumulative
effect of rounding mean is expressed as insignificant pos-
itive residual at terminus of lower plot.
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